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Abstract 
lfa Horn set I has a single satisfying truth assignment ormodel then taat modcl .is said to be 
unique for I. The question of determining whether a unique model exists for a giwn Horn set I is 
shown to be solved in O(~(L), L) time, where L is the sum of the lengths of the clauses in I and 
is the inverse Ackermann function. It is also shown that if L ~> A • Iog(A ) where A is the 
number of distinct proposition letters then unique satisfiability can be determined in O(L) time. 
I. Introduction 
Sets of Horn clauses are well-known to be computationally much more tractable 
than sets of arbitrary clauses. For example, satisfiability for sets of Horn clauses of 
propositional logic can be determined in linear time [5], whereas atisfiability for sets 
of arbitrary clauses of propositional logic is NP-hard [3]. Unique satisfiability on 
Horn sets is one problem that can be solved in quadratic time [6] even though the 
general problem is co-NP hard [2]. Using ideas based on those of [6], we can improve 
the latter esult, finding a nearly linear time algorithm for testing unique satisfiability 
for sets of propositional Horn clauses. 
2, Preliminary simplifications 
Definition !. A Horn clause in propositional logic is a disjunction of proposition 
letters (positive literals) and negated proposition letters (negative literals) that 
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contains at most one positive literal. A pure Horn clause contains exactly one positive 
literal. 
We t;'eat an assignment (interpretation) ~ '  for a set of propositional Horn clauses 
as a set of atoms (proposition letters). A literal x (resp..,/) is true in ~g¢ iff x ~ J/(resp. 
x¢~#). Assignments are thus naturally ordered by __q. The intersection of any 
non-empty set of models (satisfying assignments) of a set 1 of propositional Horn 
clauses is itself a model of L For suppose a clause (x-~ .....  x~, x,+ ~) holds in every 
model in a set I. Then either x,+ ~ holds in every model or some :/i holds in some 
model. In the former case, x,+ ~ holds in the intersection, while in the latter case .'~i 
holds in the intersection. So every satisfiable set I of propositional Horn clauses has 
a (unique) minimum model ~#o. 
In this paper we make some fairly standard assumptions about how complexity is 
measured. We assume that every propositional logic program has proposition letters 
xt .... .  x,, for some n. We assume that computations are performed on a machine with 
raodom-access memory, and, in particular, that accessing array positions, following 
pointers, and copying pointers, can be done in constant ime. (Similar assumptions 
were made, for example, in [4].) Finally, we assume that certain arithmetic operations 
(initialization to 0, copying, incrementation, and comparison) on the natural numbers 
0-n can be done in unit time. 
Theorem I [4, 5, 7]. Let I be a set of propositional Horn clauses of total length L. There 
is an algorithm which, in time linear in L, determines whether ! is satisfiable, and, i l l  is 
satisfiable, constructs its minimum odel ~//o. 
We are concerned with the question of whether a set 1 of propositional Horn 
clauses has a unique model. Of course, if ! is unsatisfiable, the answer is "no": 
otherwise the question is, for~#o the minimum model for I, whether any other model 
exists. (To avoid confusion we emphasize that we allow arbitrary Horn clauses in I, 
not just pure Horn clauses.) 
Definition 2. Let I be a set of Horn clauses with minimum model .//o. Form a set H(i)  
of Horn clauses from 1 as follows: 
(1) Set H(I) = I. 
(2) For each proposition letter x E .//o and for each clause c~ H(I), ifx is a disjunct of 
c, remove c from H(I). 
(3) For each proposition letter x E ~g¢o and for each (remaining) clause c e H(I), if.,~ is 
a disjunct of c, remove .~ from c. 
Call an instance 1 isolated.non-unique if there exists an atom x of ! which is not 
contained in .//o and is not contained in H(I) either as a positive literal or as 
a negative literal. 
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[,emma 2. For an)" =atisfiahle I which is not isolated-non-unique: 
(1) The atoms whk'h appear (as positive literals or nega~e~ in H(I) are exactly the 
atoms of I which are not true in ~t/o. 
(2) H( I) contains no positive unit clauses. 
(3) For ~,t" a set of atoms of H(l), ~1 ~" is a model of H(I) /ff XU~Ko is a model 
ofl. 
(4) I has a unique model if and only if the empty set is the unique model of 
nff). 
Proof. (1) Immediate by assumption that I is not isolated-non-unique. 
(2) Any atom in a positive unit clause in H(I) would be true in ~ao, and the clause 
would have been deleted from H(1). 
(3) First consider a pure Horn clause c = { x~, x, ... . .  ~ ,x ,+ ~} in 1. 
If x,+ ~ e .He then c is satisfied in .~¢'u.//o for any ~' ,  and e is deleted in the 
construction of tI(1). 
If x,+ ~¢~Ho then e is modified by deleting each ~ where x~ e .Ko, if any, forming 
a clause c' ~ H(I). 
Now if ~1 '~ is a model of c', one of the remaining literals of c must be true in ~V, in 
which case c is true in ..~'U.Ko. Conversely, ifc is true in some .~t'u eke, then one of 
its literals must be true in ~¢'u~g%. Literals ~ where x~ ~ ~,¢', cannot he true in 
• ¢ 'u  ~o,  so one of the remaining literals must be true. This literal is in c' and can only 
be an element of .~', so ..~" is a modal of c' 
The case for pure negative clauses is like the second case above. 
(4) Immediate from part (3). []  
Lemma 3. If  I is isolated.non-unique th n I is not uniquely satisfiable. 
Proof. Let x be an atom of I which is not contained in ~Ko nor in H(I). Then 
~#oU{X} is a model for I in this case. [] 
By Lemmas 2 and 3, the problem of testing non-unique satisfiability for satisfiable 
I simplifies to determining whether I is isolated-non-unique and, if not, whether 
there is a non-trivial model of H(1). For convenience, in the latter case, modify 
H further. 
Defmi~a 3. Let I be a set of Horn clauses which is not isolated-non-unique, 
and let F be an atom not appearing in I. Let H*(I) (or, simply, H*) be for- 
med from H(1) as follows: for every clause ce l l ( l )  with one positive literal, 
cell*(1). For every clause c= {~,,x~ ...... .~,} with only negative literals, put 
the clause c'= {~,,x~:, .... .~,,F} into H*(1). Finally, put the clause {P} into 
H*(1). 
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Lemma 4. Let i be a set of Horn clauses with a minimum odel and suppose I is not 
isolated-non-unique. 
(1) Let ./V" be any set of atoms of H(l). Then ~ is a model of H*(l) if and only if JI ~" is 
a model of H(l). 
(2) H*( I) consists of a set of pure Horn clauses plus the clause { F}. 
We will write each clause { x~,, .... ~/~,y} as an implication: xi ...... xl, ~ y. Thus it 
"says" that if each x i . ,  m = I, 2 . . . . .  k, is true in an interpretation, y must be also. 
Following logic programming terminology, we will refer to the x~'s as subgoals and 
y as the head of the clause. 
3. The algorithm 
In this section we describe the algorithm from a purely logical point of view: later, 
we will add the details necessary to desccibe a computer implementation (which will 
differ slightly but inessentially in the order in which actions are taken). A few steps that 
are not technically necessary for the logical presentation are included to assist in the 
understanding of the implementation when it is described. 
The algorithm proceeds by making a series of simplifications to H*. At each stage 
i we maintain the following sets of clauses: 
(1) A set Ej of equivalences (of the form x~xk) .  Initially, Eo = 0. 
(2) A set Hi of Horn clauses - { F} plus a set ofpure Horn clauses. Initially, Ho = H*. 
At each stage i we maintain the following invariant conditions: 
(I) The set of all clauses of H~ and all equivalences of El (that is, Hi u Ei) is logically 
equivalent to H*. 
(2) The equivalences E~ divide the atoms of H* into equivalence classes. 
(3) Exactly one atom from each equivalence class will appear in Hi. 
It follows that each model of Hi is uniquely expandable to a model of H~uE~, and 
hence to a model of H*. Thus, H* has a unique model if and only if Hi has a unique 
model. 
We have two operations for constructing H~+ ~, E~+ ~ from Hi, Ei: 
Operation # 1, merge: When it is determined that an equivalence.x~,-,.,ck is a logical 
consequence of Hi, we shall set Ei+ 1 -~-Eiu{xj~.~ch} and form Hi+l from Hi by 
replacing every occurrence of one of those two literals (say xk) in H~ with the other 
(thus with x~). in this merging, F will be manipulated just like one of the xi's, though 
F will, of course, also play a distinguished role in the algorithm. 
Once xk has been thus removed frora Hi+ ~, we shall say that .,ok has been aliased by 
x j, and we shall refer to the entire operation as merging ~k and xj. The question of 
which atom is aliased will be answered below. 
Clearly, if Hi, El satisfy the invariant conditions and H~+~, Ei+ ~ are formed 
from Hi, El by merging atoms, then H~+I, Ei+~ also satisfy the invariant 
conditions. 
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Operation # 2, subgoal reduction: When we determine -'9 ~ xk is a logical conse- 
quenee of H~, we fi)rm H~+ ~ from H~ as follows: whenever a clause has both -'9 and xk 
as subgoals, delete the subgoal xk (i.e., resolve the two rules on xk). Set El+ 1 = E~. 
Suppose Hi, E~ satisfy the invariant assertions. By the soundness of resolution, Hi+ 
.is logically equivalent to Hi, so the first invadant also holds of H~+ 1, El+ ~. That the 
other invariant assertions hold is trivial. 
The goal is to modify H* repeatedly until the question of unique satisfiability 
becomes obvious. The test for unique satisfiability is based on the following lemma. 
The lemma is essentially the same as Proposition 1 of [6]. 
Lemma 5. Let H be a set of pure Horn clauses plus the clause {P}, attd suppose the 
empty set of atoms is a model of H. 
(I) Suppose F is the only t~tom in H. Then the empty set of atoms is the only model of H. 
(2) Suppose there is an atom x~ not equivalent to F for which there is no 2-literal clause 
xl --* x i in H, i # j. Then { x~ } is a non-empty model of H. 
Proof. Part I is obvious. For part 2, consider any clause c in H. We wish to show that 
c is satisfied in {x~}. There are three cases to consider: 
Case a: .,q does not appear in e. Then, since c is satisfied in the empty model, c is 
satisfied in the model {x~}. In particular, i fc = {F}, then c is satisfied in {xi}. 
Case b" x~ is the head of rule e. Then c is satisfied (since an implication with a true 
conclusion is true). 
Case c: .,q is a subgoal of c. Then, by as~;umption, at least one other atom xj is also 
a subgoal of c. Since -'9 is false in { x~}, c is satisfied (since an implication with a false 
hypothesis i  true). [] 
The algorithm is motivated partially by thinking of the set of clauses of representing 
a directed hypergraph. The nodes are the atoms (including F), and each implication 
x~,, .... .x'~, ~ y is a directed hypergraph edge from x~ ...... and x~, to y. Two literal 
clauses x~ ~ x i then correspond to directed graph edges; these play a special role in 
the algorithm. 
Equivalence of two atoms corresponds to the atoms being in the same strongly 
connected component of the hypergraph. In fact, when equivalence is discovered, it
will correspond to the two atoms being in the same strongly connected component in 
the directed graph of 2-literal clauses in the current Hi. (Recall that subgoal reduction 
may have turned some 3- or more-literal c auses of rio into 2-literal clauses of Hi.) The 
set Ei+l will then correspond to groups of atoms which have been contracted to 
points in the next stage, and H~+, corresponds to the hypergraph edges on these 
contracted or merged nodes. 
Observe that x~ satisfies condition (2) of Lemma 5 above iff x~ is a sink in the 
directed graph of 2-literal clauses in H. 
Now if Ho consisted of only two-literal clauses, we could test unique satisfiability in 
linear time. For, using an algorithm of Tarjan [8], we could in linear time identify the 
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strongly connected components in the graph. In additional time linear in the total 
length of the clauses, we could collapse these components tosingle points. Now Ho is 
uniquely satisfiable iff the node F can be reached from every node of the graph. Since 
the collapsed graph is acyclic, Ho is uniquely satisfiable iff F is the only sink of the 
collapsed graph. This can be checked in linear more time. 
When hyperedges (3- or more-literal c auses) are included, there is an obvious way 
to try to generalize the algorithm above: First apply Tarjan's algorithm to the digraph 
of edges (2-literal clauses) and collapse strongly connected cycles to single vertices (i.e., 
merge the atoms). Then collapse these same vertices together in the hypergraph. Note 
that some of the hyperedges may have had enough vertices merged to be collapsed to 
edges, and new strongly connected cycles ofedges may thus have been created. (We do 
not do this check for collapsing of hyperedges to edges in our algorithm since our 
subgoal reduction operation reduces the number of vertices before equivalence is 
established.) Repeat he process, over and over, until a fixed point hypergraph is
reached; the digraph part will have no cycles in its edges. Finally, test each node in this 
graph to see whether it is a sink. The difficulty with this approach isthat each iteration 
of the loop takes linear time, and the loop might be iterated about as many times as 
there are proposition letters. 
The algorithm presented here makes no attempt to find all strongly connected 
components. Rather, it starts by searching the directed graph of 2-literal clauses for 
a sink; by Lemma 5 part (2), if a sink (not equivalent to F) is found, unique 
satisfiability fails. If in the process of searching for a sink it finds a loop, it collapses 
the loop to a single node. Finally, as it searches, it does subgoal reduction, reducing 
the number of subgoals in any clause as soon as implications are identified, i.e., as 
soon as edges of the graph are traversed. By acting on information as soon as it is 
discovered, rather than trying to determine all strongly connected components in
advance, the speed-up is accomplished. (In fact, the time used by the algorithm is 
linear in the size of the set of clauses except for the time to manage the set of 
equivalence r lations.) 
The search strategy israther similar to a depth-first earch for a sink, but one where 
every backtrack (which is performed only when a loop is found) is accompanied by 
merging the nodes backtracked over. The order of search is somewhat different than 
in a depth-first earch since, when a loop is found, this algorithm generally backtracks 
several levels at once in order to merge all nodes in the loop. Also, because of this 
collapsing or merging of nodes, the active path in the search tree will turn out to be the 
entire set of nodes visited so hr. 
An important feature of the algorithm below is that, in searching for a sink 
in the digraph of 2-literal clauses, it traverses only edges corresponding to 
2-literal clauses, i.e., ordinary digraph edges. Thus a higher degree hyperedge 
does not come into play in the search until, due to subgoal reduction, it has been 
changed to an edge. Of course, during the search we must also keep track of the 
higher degree hyperedges in order to keep on using resolution to reduce the number 
of subgoa|s. 
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At every stage (in particular, stage i) the algorithm maintains a sequence 
S = (So,S~,S2 . . . . .  s~) of atoms of Hi so that 
S O --~ S1 ,S  1 ~ $2 , . . . ,Sk_1  ~ S k 
are all logical consequences of H~. In fact, So is always equivalent to F, so So --, sl is 
a logical consequence of F, and the rest of the implications are elements of Hi. The 
idea is that this is the active path in the seatch tree. 
Algorithm { !): 
If ! has no minimum model then output "not satisfiable" and halt 
If i is isolated-non-unique th n output "not uniquely satisfiable" and halt 
Set H:= H*(I)  
Set E := 0 
Mark all atoms .x~ as unvisited and all clauses as unvisited. 
Set S:= {F) {i.e., set So:= F), and mark F as visited. 
while true 
it" S = {So), 
then \ \  restart at root, since all visited nodes are merged with F 
if there is an unvisited node xm 
pick such an xm and mark it as visited 
Set S = {So,S,) where s~ = xm. 
else 
output "uniquely satisfiable" 
halt. 
else \\continue search, extending the partial path 
l e tS=(so ,sa  . . . . .  sk),k>~ 1 in 
if there is an unvisited 2-1iteral clause sk --. xm in H, xm # sk, 
then 
pick one such clause s~ ~ .'cm and mark it visited. 
if .,c~, has already been visited 
then xm = sj for some j < k, and 
Merge (sk,s~- 1 ) . . . . .  Merge (sj+ t,s i) 
Set S = (So,Sl . . . . .  s}), where s~ is the alias of the merged nodes. 
else 
mark .,c,, as visited 
Set S = (So,S1 . . . . .  sk, s~ + I) where z~+ z= ~ 
for each i < k + 1, 
apply Sul~goal Reduction in all rules with both si and sk+ z as subgoals 
else 
output "not uniquely satisfiable" 
halt 
Lemma 6. The algorithm above always halts. 
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Proof. Each time through the main loop, either the total number of atoms remaining 
is decreased by at least one or the number of atoms visited is increased by one. Since 
the loop terminates on or before the event hat all remaining nodes have been visited, 
the number of iterations of the loop is no greater than twice the number of atoms in 
the input. [:] 
Lemma 7. The invarmnt conditions are true at the start and end of each pass through 
the main loop. 
Proof. The sets H and E are affected only by the Mer~e and Subgoal Reduction 
operations in the algorithm. The lemma follows from the discussion on these opera- 
tions. I-1 
Observation 8. Suppose at any stage k of the algorithm 2hat clause x~ -~ xj c~f 
Hk has been visited. Then either x~, xj are sh, sh+ 1 for some h, ~,r xi*-~.x~ e EA, 
or i =j.  
Proof. This is clearly an invariant of the algorithm. 
Theorem 9. The algorithm outputs "uniquely satisfiable" if and only if H* is uniquely 
satisfiable. 
Proof. First check two special cases: i f / is not satisfiable, then the algorithm correctly 
determines that fact. if ! is satisfiable and isolated-non-unique, the algorithm also 
correctly determines that fact. So assume that I is satisfiable and not isolated-non- 
unique. 
Now, suppose that the algorithm does not output "uniquely satisfiable". Then the 
algorithm has encountered a node s~ where there is no unvisited 2-literal clause 
sk --- xM in H, sk # .,cm, By Observation 8,ever)" visited 2-literal clause sk --. xm has x~ 
equivalent to s~. Hence, by part (2) of Lemma 5, H is not uniquely satisfiable, and thus 
H* is not uniquely satisfiable. 
Finally, suppose that the algorithm outputs "uniquely satisfiable". Then S -- (So), 
so.-. F, and every node has been visited. Thus, by the invariant conditions, every node 
has been merged with F. By part (1) of Lemma 5, H is uniquely satisfiable, and thus 
also H* is uniquely satisfiable. [2] 
4. Implementation a d complexity 
In order to establish the complexity of the algorithm we must provide the details of 
data structure management and explain how the tests and operations stated in the 
algorithm depend on the data structures. 
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4.1. Data structures 
Because of the special role that 2-literal clauses play in the algorithm, 2-literal 
clauses and 3- or more-literal clauses are stored separately. 
Information about each 3- or more-literal clause c is maintained in a clausal-data- 
item~ which we shall also refer to as c. Each clausal-data-item contains four fields 
called visit-count, first, head, and nmbr-subgoals. Initially, c.visit-count = 0, c.nmbr- 
subgoals contains the number of subgoals in clause c, c.head contains the label of the 
head of clause c, and c.first is null. (Notice that the list of subgoals is not stored in the 
clausal-data-item: rather, there is one pointer to the clausal-data-item from each atom 
that is a subgoal in c. This is detailed below.) During the execution of the algorithm, 
c.first is assigned the label of the first subgoal of e that is visited; this happens when 
that atom is visited for the first time. As each subgoal in c is visited for the first time,, 
the c.visit-t~um is incremented by I. 
Initially, clausal-data-items are linked as follows: for each atom a, there is ,a linked 
list of nodes and each node in the list points to the cl~.usal-data-item representing one 
clause containing a as a subgoal. 
Clauses with 2 literals are stored in a separate data structure, an ordinary adjacency 
list representation of a digraph. For each atom a, there is a linked list 
L(a) = [b,c, ... } of names of atoms. Initially, e ¢ L(a) i f f  there is a 2-literal clause 
a --~ e in H*. During execution, L(a) stores the heads e ofall unvisited 2-literal clauses 
a -~ e of the current Hi. 
The equivalence classes of atoms are represented using the classical structure as 
inverted trees (i.e., trees with parent pointers instead of child pointers) and are 
maintained as in [1]. Initially, each equivalence class is exactly one atom. Later in the 
paper, we shall note how modifying the data structure and algorithms for handling the 
equivalence r lation sometimes improves the complexity of the algorithm. 
At any stage of the algorithm each atom is either in a visited list or an unvisited list. 
Initially all the atoms are in the unvisited list and as atoms are marked "visited" they 
are moved in constant ime to the visited list. 
The main structures are illustrated in Fig. I given the set H* of clauses is {b,e --, d; 
a,c --, d: c -~ b; F} and S = (F,c,b). Thus, the edge c ~ b has already been visited, 
and the clause b,c ~ d has been moved, as a result of subgoal reduction {i.e., 
resolution), to L(c) where it represents he edge from c to d (clause c ~ d). Note that 
the clausal-data-item for the clause b,c - ,  d remains hooked into the structure ven 
though we regard it as being moved to L(c). The fact that visit-count = nmbr-subooals 
for this clause indicates the move has occurred (see below for the proof that this 
works). Leaving the structure alone allows the complexity to be as low as possible. 
4.2. Tests and operations 
The data structures described above are used to implement algorithmic operations 
as follows (only the non-obvious implementations are described). 
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CD I list 
r~ 
alias 
CD I list 
alim 
cl ou,-'°'"t 
head 
lJisit.count 
nmbr -n~ 
C 
d 
1 
2 
1~rst 
head 
~isit.co~nt 
l 
d: CDIFIst - 
I, 
alias 
Fig. I. Exam?le of clausal representation. Given H* is b,c --, d: a,c ~ d; c ~ b: F and structures shown 
are for the point where S ~ (Foe, b). 
• Checking equivalences of two nodes'. Use the standard find algorithm: for each node, 
traverse an upward path from that node to the root of the inverted tree containing 
it. Use path compression. Two nodes are equivalent if and only if the roots are the 
same. 
• Merge two nodes: First use the classical union algorithm (see [1]) for merging: for 
each node, traverse an upward path from that node to the root of the inverted tree 
containing it, apply path compression, and attach the smaller tree to the larger tree. 
Suppose the roots are sl and s2 and suppose that s~ is the root of the smaller tree. Then 
append L(s2) to L(sl) (and set L(s2) to the empty list). Recall that merging is done 
when equivalence of atoms is established. Ho~ver,  the algorithm does not remove 
literals from clauses then. This is because the literals are removed early (that is, when 
one direction of the equivalence is established) by subgoal reduction (see below~ 
• Subgoal reduction: For each clausal-data-item c pointed to by a node in the linked 
list of atoms sk + ~ = xm, add 1 to c.visit-count; if c is being visited for the first time, 
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also wupdate c.first as described above. If the e.visit-count = c.nmbr-subgoals, then 
insert c.head in the L list of the current equivalent of c.first. Thus, our algorithm 
does not explicitly remove literals from clauses; rather, it increases the visit-count 
of the number of literals visited. This trick of being able to update a count instead 
of removing literals enables the algorithm to run so quickly. Because of its 
importance we justify this trick in the following lemma. 
Lemma 10. I f  it c.visit-count = c.nrabr-subaoals, then c.first ~ c.head is a logical 
consequence of H* (1). 
Proof. From the operation of the algorithm, the clause c is visited from subgoal & as 
soon as st is visited and it will never again be visited from st after that. lfc.first ~ s~ is 
the first subgoal visited and sj is visited later, then c.first --* s~ is a logical consequence 
of H*(I). Hence, c.first has been determined to imply each other subgoal s~ of c just 
when c has been visited once for each of its subgoals. This is equivalent o 
c.first -* c.head. [] 
• Finding 2-literal clauses: If L(sk) ~ 0 then there is a 2-literal clause s~ ~ a in H. If 
a is not (currently identified as) equivalent to sk then a is removed from L(sk) (since 
the clause is now being visited) and the 2-literal clause s~ --, b is returned, where b 
is the current alias of a. Otherwise, a is removed from L(sD (removing a reduces 
complexity but does not affect correctness since a is independently ~own to be 
equivalent to sk) and the process repeats until L(&) = 0 or a 2-literal clause is returned. 
• Testing for an unvisited node: If the unvisited list is empty then there are no 
unvisited nodes. Otherwise, the head of the unvisited list specifies an unvisited node 
and it is moved to the visited list. 
4.3. ComplexiO' 
Let L be the number of symbols needed to represent instance L i.e., the sum of the 
lengths of all the clauses in 1, and let A be the number of distinct proposition letters in 
1; trivially, A ~ L. Let = be the inverse Ackermann function, i.e., ~(n) is the least 
m where Ackermann(m,m) ~ n. The function • is well known to be an exceedingly 
slow growing function and is often considered to be a small constant (say < 10) for all 
practical purposes. 
In this subsection we show that the algorithm has worst case complexity equal to 
O(a(L ) ,  L). Thus, the algorithm has virtually linear time worst case performance. 
Interestingly, the algorithm has linear performance except for the time needed for 
managing the equivalence classes. 
First, consider the complexities of the operations ingled out above plus the 
preproeessing: 
• Preprocessing: Finding a minimum model for I takes O(L) time by means of Tbeorem 
1. Obviously, H and H* can be constructed in O(L) time. Testing whether 
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I is isolated-non-unique also requires O(L) time,: make a pass through H(I)  
counting the number of times each atom occurs, and see whether any atom occurs 
0 times. (This can be accomplished in O(L) time if the atom counts are held in an 
array.) Finally, setting up the data structure for the algorithm also requires only 
O(L) time, using an array indexed by the labels (1 - A) of the proposition letters. 
• The merge operation: There can be at most A Merge operations performed: each 
consists of a union operation plus a constant ime appending of linked lists. 
(Pointers to the ends of the L lists must be maintained so that appending takes 
constant time.) Thus the total amount of time for Merge operations i bounded (up 
to O) by the time for A unions. 
• Subooal reduction: When an atom a is first visited, each clausal-data-item with a as 
a subgoal is visited: this requires accessing the clausal-data-item (a constant 
amount of work by our machine assumptions) plus testing and updating some of 
the fields of the clausal-data-item - all bounded above by some constant number of 
machine steps. This series of steps is performed at most once for each subgoal. 
In addition, when all the subgoals of a clause c have been visited, the clause is 
installed as a 2-literal clause. First, the current equivalent b of c.first is found (one find 
operation), and second, the atom c.head is added to the linked list L(b) (constant 
time). 
Thus the total amount of time on Subooal reduction is bounded above (up to O) by 
L + the time for C finds, where C is the number of clauses, which in turn is bounded 
by the time for L finds. 
• Finding 2-literal clauses: Given an entry e in an adjacency list L(s~), finding 
the current equivalent e' of e, testing whether e' = sh, and returning the edge 
takes constant ime plus the time for one find operatio~::. Each 2-literal clause 
can be stored in only one adjacency (at any one time), as soon as it is looked 
at, it is discarded from the adjacency list. Thus, in particular, the total amount of 
time for passing by self-loops-clauses sk --, e where e is equivalent o sk, is 
bounded (up to O) by the time for C finds, and the total amount of searching for 
2-literal clauses k ~ x~, with xm not equivalent to s~ is bounded (up to O) by the 
time for C finds. 
• Testinofor an unvisited node: Each time through the second alternative ofthe loop 
it is necessary to test whether xm has already been visited, and, if so, to identify 
which s~ it is; this requires constant time (a flag is stored on the record for each node 
to tell whether or not it has been visited) plus one find. 
Finally, consider the control phase of the algorithm. Each time through the main 
loop, either one extra node xm is visited or two nodes are merged. Hence the number of 
passes through the loop is at most 2 ,  A. All loop operations not explicitly accounted 
for above take constant time on each pass through the loop. 
Adding all the times together, we get that the total time is bounded (up to O) by the 
time for L finds and A unions. By Tarjan's result [9], that time is 
O(L* ~(L)). 
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This is the desired result.'* 
4. 4. Complexity with an eager implementation fset union 
In many cases, the algorithm above can be improved markedly by modifying the 
data structure and the union and find algorithms used for managing the equivalence 
classes. In the classical algorithm, the implementation f the union operation is "lazy"; 
as little wo~k as possible is done to update the trees during a union operation, and 
most of the work is shifted to the find stage. In an "eager" variant, updating of the 
trees would all be done at the time of the unions; the data structure would consist of 
flat trees, with each aliased node pointing directly to its alias. In order to implement 
this efficiently, also store, for each node x~, a linked list of all nodes x~ whose current 
alias is xi. When x~ is merged with .x~ (say xj is the one with fewer nodes aliased to it), 
alias xj ~o x ,  and, traversing the linked list for x j, set each node currently aliased to .x~ 
to xi. Finally, append .xj's list of equivalents onto x[s. Each time a node is re-aliased 
(from .,c~ to xi as above), its equivalence lass will be at least doubled in size, so no node 
can be re-aIiased more than log(A) times. 
It then follows that the total cost of all unions is less than A ,  log(A) operations. 
Furthermore, a find can now be accomplished in constant t ime- one need follow only 
0 or 1 pointers. Thus the entire cost of the algorithm above would be changed to 
O(L + A,log(A)). 
This can be a distinct improvement: it improves the previous time if L ,  ~(L) > 
L + A ,  log(A). In particular, it is an improvement if L ~> A ,  log(A). If each clause 
has three literals, then there are on the order of A s possible distinct clause. Thus, if 
only a small fraction (A'-/log(A)) of those clauses is present, then L ~> A • log(A). 
Delet ion 4. A set I of Horn clauses with A distinct atoms is log-sparse if the atoms in 
I occur, on the average, less than log(A) times each. 
Theorem 11. The algorithm above has complexity O(L  ) if  its input is not log-sparse. 
5. Constructing the almost nfinimai models 
In some applications the most important feature of Dowling and Gallier's algo- 
rithm is not that it tests for satisfiability in linear time, but rather that it constructs the 
minimum model for satisfiable sets of Horn clauses in linear time. (This is important, 
for example, in propositional logic programming with pure Horn clauses: any set of 
4As is char from the discussion fsubgoal reduction, a slightly sharper result could b¢ derived by kccp/ng 
track of L and the number of clauses separately. 
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pure Horn clauses is satisfiable, but the van Emden-Kowalski semantics rl0] defines 
the minimum model to be the intended model.) We note that a similar construction 
can be derived from the algorithm above. 
Any satisfiable set I of propositional Horn clauses has a minimum model. Now 
suppose that I has at least two models, and consider the set of all models except he 
minimum model, partially ordered by =_. This is a finite partial ordering, so it has 
minimal elements (models), and below each element there is a minimal element. Call 
these the almost minimal models of 1. Since the intersection of two models of a set of 
Horn clauses is again a model, the intersection of any two almost minimal models of 
I must be the minimum model of 1. We modify the algorithm to output all the almost 
minimal models of 1. 
Now actually outputing the set of almost minimal models would hurt computa- 
tional complexity, since, if there are A distinct proposition letters in I, there may be 
O(A) almost minimal models, each of size O(A), yielding output of size O(A:). But 
what we can do is to output first the atoms (true) in the minimum model ~//o, and 
then, for each almost minimal model ,~', the set of atoms in ,K - ~o .  Thus, by the 
remarks above, each atom is output at most once, and the total size of the output is 
linear in A. 
The algorithms given in this paper can be modified, with no increase in the worst 
case complexity given in the theorems, to output all the almost minimal models as 
above. In fact, the sinks in the digraph edges found in the algorithm - plus the atoms 
appearing in ! but not in H( I ) -  correspond exactly to the almost minimal models. We 
sketch here the modifications to the algorithm. 
First, if ! is isolated-non-unique, for each atom a which appears in I but not in H(I  ), 
~ou{a} is an almost minimal model, so output {a}. Then, whether or not l is 
isolated-non-unique, continue with the rest of the algorithm. When a sink s~ is found, 
output s~ and all nodes currently identified as equivalent to ~k: this will require storing, 
for each node x~, a linked list of all nodes currently marked as equivalent to xs, just as 
in Section 4.4. Once that sink s~ is found, since s~ must be false in all other almost 
minimal models, add a clause sh ~ F to the set of clauses. This will cause the entire 
current path S = (So,S1 . . . . .  sh) to be merged into F, and the algorithm will restart 
with another unvisited node x~ as st, looking for another sink. The algorithm will 
continue in this fashion until all nodes have been visited. 
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